The 
Introduction
The traditional natural language comprehends-ion is to make lower level comprehension to the text, mainly carries on analysis on word, syntax and semantic information, and discovers meaningful information through the sequence that the word appears in the sentence [1] . The object of high hierarchy comprehension of text can be only a single text including single sentence or can be the texts gather including several texts. Although the existing technique means basically solved the analytical problem of the single sentence, it is still very difficult to overlay all language phenomena; especially is there no method to the comprehension of the whole paragraph or chapter.
The method that using the achievement of the data mining for analyzing the text that the natural language describes, is called Text Mining or Knowledge Discovery in Text [2] . Generally speaking, the algorithm of text mining can't process in the original text directly. Therefore, converting text into the information that the calculator can identify in preparing handling stage, that is named a formal processing to the text. The result of this formalization is called text representation. The different model of text representation has a different characteristic, so that choosing the suitable model of text representation according to the characteristics of text and the requirement of text process is all-important.
Vector Space Model
VSM means describing the text as characteristic vector, calculating similarity among texts with angle cosine. Vector corresponds in the weight value of the characteristic in the text, the form of representation is also called "Bag of Words". First we regard the contents of text as gather that contains basic language unit (word, phrase) simply, for the sake of making the text into vector, these basic language units are known as a characteristic item k t (1kn 
Search expression is composed of the characteristic variable, operation AND, OR and NOT. The match function then follows the rule of Boolean logic.
The advantage of Boolean weight is fast, easy to represent synonymous relationship and phrases; the disadvantage is that it can't represent the importance of text relative to Characteristics, lack of quantitative analysis and flexibility, can not express fuzzy matching, and data sparseness problem is serious.
2) Word Frequency Weight A kind of adding weight method is a process of deciding important degree according to k f that is the existence frequency of the
The performance of word frequency weight is better than Boolean weight, but it isn't hypostatic, there well reflects the co-occurrence rules of phrase matching.
3) TF/IDF Weight The weight of characteristic item weighs is decided by people according to the expert or the customer according to experience and control of realm knowledge in a simple circumstance. But this way is more random, the common use way is to make use of a statistical way. There are many methods to make use of a statistics method calculation characteristic item weighs. Such as Inverse text frequency weight evaluation, signal-to-noise, information plus and distinction degree etc... In recent years, effect better and applied more weighs to evaluate function is Moreover, the length of text should be taken into account, otherwise, more long text have bigger information. Unify, and then get formula 2.2:
The calculation method of weight of 
In ITC weight, there is logarithm of word frequency instead of word frequency in TF/IDF to reducing influence by bigger discrepancy of word frequency, its definition is formula 2.4:
The VSM advantage lies in context being described as vector of the characteristic item and the weight gather, thus operation of classification transforms as operation of vector in the vector space. The weight of vector can pass simple statistics to complete, namely, to carry on a comparison to the context by quantificational analysis. Its weakness lies in supposing that these characteristic items are "pairwise orthogonal" between them. There are much very closely relation between word and phrase in the natural language, so this assumption will result in the certain influence on the credibility of calculation result.
The calculation of likeness degree of VSM is dissimilarity in different realm. For example, to the information index, VSM reflects satisfy degree of a text to search with a kind of distance measurement among vectors. So the value of likeness degree should match with true circumstance agree with and compute simply, at the same time, had best be unified [0, 1] zone, and distribute possibly even, make the choice of threshold more easy.
SVM purpose is translating the text characteristic as explicit structure from a kind of nonstandard and implicit structure. However due to existing an in great quantities latent word, phrase, sentence, printing element and typeset object, even if pimping text, these elements will also produce various different meanings in the different language territory and the different combination. Which characteristics (the characteristic creating) should be chosen? How many characteristics (characteristic choice) should be chosen? How to choose a characteristic (the characteristic mining)? These problems are the basic problems of the mode identifies, there is no in general method, and we only make a decision according to the application. As for characteristic creating, choice and mining is shown in literature [4] .
Character String Model

1) N-gram Model
Because the performance of Chinese participle relies on the quality and scale of dictionary, and it is restricted by the realm relativity of language, so method of marking text with Phrase have great limit in Chinese environment.
So people gradually attach importance to N-gram Model that is independent of text representation in Chinese information handing. Character string model take no account of semantics units of the text, only regard the entire text as string consisting of different characters, then it conveniently expresses including Chinese and Arabic various language text document. In TREC-5 and TREC-6 experiment, the experimental results show that, Chinese information retrieval based on the big match segmentation has the approximate effect to Chinese information retrieve based on N-gram. But N-gram has disadvantage such as huge calculation, big data noise, and complex characteristics generating etc...
Assume that a sentence s is composed by a word sequence,
, the occurrence frequency of a sentence s is:
Shows that, in order to predict the occurrence probability of i c , we must know the occurrence probability of all the words that appear in front of it, to maximize. If high-frequency repeated string R is left to maximize, but also is right to maximize, then R is claimed maximum high-frequency repeat string.
Crusher algorithm [5] is the repetition string solution with scalable and suitable, it can solve the discovery question of high-frequency repeated string in the corpus of greater than the memory size, and can finish the high-frequency repeated string found in different calculation nodes in parallel. These two advantages make Crusher algorithm suitable for finding high-frequency repeat string in large-scale short string text corpus. Definition 3.3 (phrase-like Repeat): We call high-frequency repeat string that clearly expresses the contents characteristic (such as field type, theme, centre significance etc..) of text phrase-like high-frequency repeat string, phrases Phrase-like Repeat(PLR). Simply put, PLR is the repeat string that has a strong ability to express text characteristics.
From the definition of phrase-like repeat can be seen, the phrase-like repeat has the following four characteristics:
①Liquidity: It has a certain circulation degree in the real large-scale text, not a temporary combination, strong reusable, with statistical significance; ②Integrity: Complete and single signification, clear meaning, it has integrity and specifically in sense;
③Coagulation: Tight coupling between the internal compositions, structure stability, with certain coagulation, not the random string;
④Independence: The use does not depend on other words, independent of the particular language environment.
Conceptual model
Concept-based text representation model is based on many natural language processing theory and technology, in particular the concept and the distance of concept, there are more the application and reflect [6] in this model.
1) Concept
The concept can be extracted by complex pretreatment procedure. The preprocessor can recognize individual words, compound phrases, the entire clause, and even larger syntactic units, and then put them associate with the specific concept. There is different between concept and characteristics, the concept can contain the words without in original text. For example, a text gather including sports car comments might not actually contain the specific phrase "rate" and "engine", but "speed" and "engine" concept can still be found in the concept gather to represent the text.
2) Concept dictionary The concept dictionary defines mapping of vocabulary with concept exactly to solve synonyms and polysemy problems in natural language, the word is divided into morphology, part of speech and the concept definition in the concept dictionary. Morphology form refers to the physical form of the word; part of speech description the term grammatical function; concept definition is composed of one or more the basic properties (most basic, non-divided concept in the natural language)and the semantic relations description between them and main terms. The three are stored in the dictionary as a record, the following example: Morphology | Part of speech | Concept definition 大学 N Institute Place|场所, @teach|教, @study|学, education|教育 We can see from this record:大学(university),its part of speech is the noun, its "concept definition" is that "大学" is a place, in which "teach" and "study" carry on, and education-related.
In the concept dictionary, the synonym have exactly same definition concept, while polysemy has defined at least two different concepts.
3) The concept distance The concept distance can reflect the semantic relationships between concepts. The concept distance is defined as weighted sum of the shortest connection path length between two the basic properties of concepts. Firstly, using the hierarchical network structure of basic attribute -basic attribute classification tree, through the basic attribute classification tree to obtain the length of the shortest connection path of two basic properties, and using the length as the basic property distance; then the concept distance between two concepts can be obtained by calculating weighted sum to each corresponding basic attribute distance.
According to the different needs, we often consider data of the concept hierarchy tree depth and area density. Statistical methods usually only get information about the correlation between words, while using dictionary resources, we can describe the similarity between words from the semantic point of view, make the vector space characteristics behind combination is more representative in natural language. But this method depends on some parameters in the process of calculating word similarity with artificial structures word dictionary, how to choose these parameters to estimate and make more reasonable similarity is a big problem. Therefore, optimization methods of the different characteristics, in different circumstances, should be chosen appropriately.
4) The concept similarity In general: the concept distance is a real number between [0, ∞); a concept with its own range is 0. This is not very convenient in application, so in the specific application, we using the concept distance in an equivalent transformation -the concept of similarity. Step1: Text preprocessing. According to the traditional text classification methods, segmentation, namely the text is separated into a word sequence, it records the words in the document location information at same time.
Step2: Word-concept conversion. It queries concept dictionary, gets one or more concepts corresponding with every word (morphology point of view). By representing text characteristic with concept, it not only can accurately express the essential content of the text, the same time, a number of synonyms can be reduced to a concept by using the abstract. By using the concept to measure the impact on the class, it gets key concepts and the relationship between other concepts with them, it could simulate the human classification process and to achieve a higher precision.
Step3: Concept disambiguation. If is there more than one morphology corresponding to the concept (that word is the existence of polysemy or ambiguity), you need to carry out the concept disambiguation to the word, and then get the word corresponding concept in the current context.
Event Model
1) Concept lattice
Formal concept analysis is based on the concept lattice as core data structure, it provides a rigorous mathematical method for the knowledge representation, it has rich tools and algorithms to construct the concept, and the corresponding Hasse diagram achieves a visual representation to data [7] . Definition 5.1: Suppose that a given formal context for the triple T = (G, M, R), in which G is a collection of objects, M is the gather of attributes, R is a binary relation between G and M, then there exists only a partially ordered set of corresponding, and then producing a lattice structure base on the partially ordered set, this lattice L that is constructed by the context T is called a concept lattice. The concept lattice not only precisely defines the concept seeing from the definition and nature of the concept lattice, more importantly, describes relationship of the upper and lowers between concepts, it provides a good data structure for Measurement of the similarity of concept.
2) The text concept lattice representation model Text is constituted by a large number of events, so, the formal context of a text is a triple C = (D, E, R), where D is the text set, E is the event set, R is a binary relation, it indicates whether e is the event in the text d, recorded as: d R e or (d, e)∈R.
Example 1: Let 4 the narrative texts contain five types of events, shown in Table. 1. "×" means that the text includes such event. The text concept lattice of construction base on Table 1 is shown in Figure. 
({d4},{e2,e3}) ({d1,d2},{e1,e2,e3,e5}) ({},{e1,e2,e3,e4,e5}) ({d3},{e2,e4}) Figure 1 . Constructing the text concept lattice according to Table 1 In Figure 1 ,There is a total of five concepts, the extension of the top concept is (d1, d2, d3, d4), 4 texts contain event e2 in context, extension of the bottom concept is empty, because there is no text to contains (e1, e2, e3, e4, e5) five events.
Although the concept lattice model only is useful to the narrative text, but is it a new direction of text representation.
Graph Model
Some researchers express the article as a graph [8] using WordNet, the vertex is the gather of appositive word that is related with these words appearing in WordNet and articles, Edges between nodes that represents semantic association among the gather of appositive word, arc weights represents Co-occurrence frequency of two words in the same word window. This approach is well considered to the order of the word emergence in the article, but ignores semantic association between words, "HowNet" [9] , GFG (Goal Fate Graphs) [10] , HNC [11] are also belong to graph model, they try to solve the semantic association problem.
Graph model is the simulation of classification process to human, it acquires knowledge and ultimately builds some concept reasoning network by using machine learning, data mining technology, based on the existing semantic dictionary and a large training set, the text to be classified can activate the network, and then dissemination inference decides its types of ownership. Concept reasoning network is the concept reasoning model designed in this paper, it inherits the basic structure of semantic networks, but the content of the concepts and reasoning model have changed. First, each node in the concept reasoning network has a concept and a numeric parameter, the network node is divided into two categories: one is the core node, in which there is the core concept and the type membership degree of concept, the other is additional nodes, in which there is the concepts and degree related to the core concepts, at the same time, the arc represents the relationship between concepts, including eponymy, hypogyny, members, manufacturing materials, part of the whole, property etc... The realization of concept reasoning network includes core word getting and network expansion two steps.
Here is an example [10] of using GFG. Example 2：Professor Lee came to town to buy a house。He hoped to find an old colonial house in North Parch, its price is lower than $ 60,000. He looked around to find a good real estate agent, and later he was recommended to Hustle's company, Mr. Hustle, told him there is in no house less than $75,000 in north Parch, so professor Li asked him to search in the South Parch. At the same time, professor partners told him a suitable deal in Scrimp rover. Professor Li is very pleased, but when he had the opportunity to check the hypnotherapy possibility, he received an urgent call, his mother was seriously ill, he had to leave town. When he returned, the house has been sold in Scrimp rover. Professor Li decided to live an apartment in center of the town. He wrote letter to his butler and his partner.
Symbol conventions as in Table 2 , the graph model indicated of example 2 is in Figure 2 . 
Conclusions
There are already some text representation models such as VSM, N-gram model, character string model, graph model, conceptual model, event mode etc... There into, VSM is the most popular text representation model, N-gram model is based on the string model, and character string model looks phrase as the basic characteristics of the text. VSM, N-gram phrase-based text representation are similar, the difference is their basic characteristic term, in turn, the word, a string length-n, phrase. The text representation method based on the concept/event that its text basic characteristics term is the concept/event, the idea is better, but the result is not satisfactory at present. Graph model is the diagram based on the concept/event text representation with intuitive, easy to understand and easy to implement figure virtue.
